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Our Colouring Artist - Jean Marshall

“ Just a note to thank you for my AMAZING, fantastic seniors craft bag.
I still can’t get over it and it has been 3 days, THANK YOU. ”

								– Jean Marshall,
						
31-year volunteer at
						
The Clothes Line – Alliston

®Cover art colouring page from Colour & Frame in the Forest Adult colouring book, illustrated by Stacy Peterson
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A Message to our Community
Together, we grow. It has been a year of many emotions. The ups and downs we experienced
as individuals and as communities have been extreme. CONTACT Community Services has
been there for it all- assisting residents facing eviction, connecting willing landlords to those
experiencing homelessness, supporting people in their career journey to obtain new training
to pursue their life dream as well as the promise of basic clothing and household goods to
set up a home via our local thrift store, The Clothes Line. CONTACT is a mainstay of support
to the communities of South Simcoe whom it is our privilege to serve.

Emily McIntosh
Executive Director

Valerie Ellis

President,
Board of Directors

With the continuation of the COVID-19 pandemic, Ontario faced another lockdown in April and
May 2021 and again in January 2022. Despite these challenges, CONTACT Community Services
continued to provide services to the communities of South Simcoe. Pivoting between virtual and
in-person delivery. Employment Services (ES) assisted 221 individuals, of whom 194 had
a positive outcome towards employment and training. CONTACT’s Employment Services,
funded by Employment Ontario, performed in the top tier of service providers in the SimcoeMuskoka region. The organization also supported 1,884 people through Housing Services to
retain housing in this trying time. CONTACT was also there to assist seniors facing isolation, a
level of isolation unprecedented due to COVID restrictions. Through the New Horizons Program,
102 seniors on low income were provided with virtual social programming and crafting kits to
support mental health and well-being.
The year was punctuated by collaborations stemming from good, ‘old fashioned’, grassroots
volunteerism. In particular, CONTACT launched its much needed “The Clothes Line” thrift
store in Bradford West Gwillimbury in a whirlwind two-month timeframe. This critical service
was underscored when three families accessed free clothing in its first hour of opening. It is a
prime example of residents coming together to leverage resources and strengthen community.
Working with local realtors Rose M. Sorbera and Anastasia Orlando, the Town of Bradford, the
‘Bradford Hustlers’ walking group, and local businesses, the store now engages over 25 local
volunteers from all walks of life and offers affordable clothing, the profits of which support
CONTACT’s charitable programs.
If the pandemic has taught us anything, it is that when life circumstances change beyond
our control, we recognize our common humanity through this shared vulnerability and the
importance of rallying together to offer the resources to begin again…collective resilience.
As the province re-opens to the world as we used to know it, please know CONTACT
Community Services is here for all of us- clients, volunteers, residents and donors. With all
that we have been through, we invite you to join us in adopting the mantra on our cover-a
colouring book picture given as a thank you from one of the senior program participants“Today, I choose joy”…won’t you join us?

Emily McIntosh
Executive Director

Valerie Ellis
President, Board of Directors
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Helping people create a Home

Featured Partner

The Bradford Out of
the Cold Cafe (OOCC)

The Bradford Out of the Cold Cafe (OOCC) is a program
offered through WOW Living. Since November 2020, the
OOCC has consistently had it’s doors open to guests in
need of in-person support to connect to resources. They
offer hot meals, access to phone and internet, (so people
can connect with support services, conduct job and
housing searches) as well as access to washroom and
shower facilities. These are critical resources for people
who are experiencing homelessness.
Dozens of guests have been connected with CONTACT’s
Housing Access Workers and Housing First Case
Managers who have successfully supported the majority
of people in successfully finding housing.
Community Services was like a lifeline to
“ CONTACT
me. They helped me when I needed assistance and did

so without judgment of my past. They have a great
humanitarian outlook on helping people and really built
lasting trust. CONTACT is by far one of the best public
agencies that I have used. They live up to their name and
are very reliable.

”

Housing Services Highlights –
CONTACT offers a Housing First Program
as part of it’s services
The Housing First Program is an intensive case management
program that works to house people who have been
experiencing long-term homelessness. The program is
designed to provide sustained assistance and attention
to help participants secure housing and stay housed. The
program is predicated on the understanding that housing is
a right for all people. When someone is housed first, they are
in a better position to address other life challenges. A key
component to remaining housed is ensuring the participant is
connected to community. The program supports participants
in connecting to local services, provides informal budget
management coaching and assists with connecting to
volunteer opportunities and peer supports.

“ I wasn’t there (at the hotel) for too

long, but it was awesome to be reunited
with my children. The motel itself was
really nice. The program was extremely
helpful. Heather (the Housing First Case
Manager) was very polite and easy to get
along with. I am so grateful for the
support I received through the program
because if it weren’t for the program, my
children may have ended up in care as there were no other
options for shelter while I searched for permanent housing. Now,
with the help of CONTACT, I have secured an apartment in the
same community I work in.
			
- JD, Housing First Client

”

– Chris, (CONTACT Housing First/Out of Cold Café Client)

897

Households
were assisted
with
housing needs

4

292

Households
stabilized
through financial
programs

695

Residents
supported by
connecting with
Housing Services

“ Having a local agency with competent and compassionate
housing staff to refer our guests to is a gift. We are
encouraged to hear they have been able to add an
additional Housing First Case Manager in Bradford!

”

– Jodi Greenstreet, Executive Director, WOW Living
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Community building online!
The Clothes Line-Alliston
COVID-19 caused numerous
lockdowns in retail and reductions
in consumerism capacity. To combat
this, The Clothes Line, like many other
stores worldwide, turned to online
sales to maintain customer service.
As difficult as it was to not be able
to greet our wonderful customers in
person, the launch of the online store
served as an excellent opportunity to
pilot online sales and use it to inform
future operations.
A Resilient Communities Grant from
the Ontario Trillium Foundation,
combined with a Digital Main Street
Grant from the Federal Government
allowed us to purchase and adopt
digital tools/technologies, such as
shopify and dedicate HR resources
for a one-year term. This helped us
reach our customers during COVID,
when in person retail wasn’t possible.
The connection between the store and
its customers speaks to CONTACT’s
overall connection to community.
The top online shopper enjoyed the
experience so much they are now
a mainstay volunteer. CONTACT is
forever grateful to the incredible team
of volunteers at both TCL locations,
as we focus on bolstering in-person
sales to pre-pandemic levels for the
immediate future.

$200,803
generated in sales to
support the charity

“ Oh how I love The Clothes Line! I happened to be in the

area one day and popped into the store to pass some time
and that was the beginning of my love and addiction for the
store. I found the store to be very organized and found some
really great pieces that were in perfect condition and priced
very reasonably.
This one visit became a weekly occurrence and I looked
forward to see what gems I could find every time I went
in to the store.

I did this for about two years so I knew most volunteers in the store by this time. They
always greeted me when I walked in and always complimented my finds! When we
were affected by the lockdown due to the pandemic, I was so thankful that I could
still do some online shopping and literally got addicted – checking to see if any new
items were added (every 5 minutes)! I think I am their biggest online customer!
It was mentioned to me that the store was in need of volunteers and I was asked
if I would be interested. I quickly agreed. I am still volunteering and loving the
hours I spend at the store. All of the staff were very welcoming to me when I started
and I look forward to seeing them when I come in for my shifts as well as every
customer that walks in to the store. It is such a great community – like a big family!
Volunteering at the store is very rewarding to me because I know that I am doing
something positive for the community and the services they offer, but selfishly,
I have never been better dressed! It makes my heart smile! 		
						

”

- Lucy Treatto, TCL Volunteer

“ My name is Robhi Touma. I am a student at Saint Thomas

Aquinas in Tottenham and was looking for a placement to do my
Community Service hours. An acquaintance mentioned The
Clothes Line in Alliston so I made the call to connect.
The staff and volunteers are easygoing and it is such a relaxed
atmosphere to volunteer in. I am enjoying my placement and
learning so much from this experience. I am also realizing what
some of the ins and outs are of running a small business.
I feel good about helping out and for my contribution to the
community. I would like to continue volunteering after finishing my required hours.
Also, it’s a great place to shop!
- Robhi Touma, TCL Volunteer
						

”
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Leadership from the Community!
The Clothes Line-Bradford
Opening up a store in Bradford West Gwillimbury (BWG) had been a goal of the
organization for the past four years. As the provincial economy began to ‘re-open’,
leadership floated the idea of opening a second location to the The Clothes Line
Manager. During the initial planning of the “Coats 4 Kids” Program in Bradford in
the fall, the Manager received a call from two very enthusiastic realtors looking to
make a difference and give back to their community. Fast forward two months, and,
due to the incredible efforts of Rose M. Sorbera and Anastasia Orlando, CONTACT
Community Services launched its second Clothes Line location to serve the residents
of Bradford!
Both women have a personal connection to the types of services CONTACT provides.

“ I experienced an almost decade-long legal battle with my

divorce that involved continuous financial and emotional
abuse that left myself and my two boys homeless on three
separate occasions. I was without a car and having to start
from scratch. It was through not only the support of my
family and close friends, but also the support of community
resources that helped me build my life back to where it was,
and so much more…to the point where I am now in a positon
to give back.

CONTACT Executive Director, Emily McIntosh (L)
with realtors Anastasia Orlando (C) and
Rose M. Sorbera (R)

”

							- Rose M. Sorbera

Anastasia Orlando recounts a time when she lost her job in the finance industry
in downtown Toronto and had no income.

“ I remember so well only having enough money to get
a banana at the grocery store. I felt lost. I didn’t know what
to do .”

968

She found herself at CONTACT Employment Services seeking
assistance with her next career step. With the support of
CONTACT, she received invaluable guidance, eventually
entering the real estate industry, never looking back.

Hours
of volunteerism
to set up and run
The Clothes Line-Bradford

6

		

“ CONTACT is more than just a charity, it’s our journey.
It’s something that we really believe in.”

							- Anastasia Orlando
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Jackie Curd (R) , Manager of The Clothes Line
thanks the community for their support

The Clothes Line-Bradford is open for business at 95 Holland St. West

Preparing for the store launch was no small undertaking. The team came
together to rally local business sponsorship, recruit volunteers to sort donated
clothing, as well as secured painting and staging services free-of-charge to
transform the space. In the words of Rose, “The store would not be possible
without the Bradford business sponsors, donors and volunteers for the
collaboration of their big hearts and continued support for ‘Giving Back Where
We Live!”

The Clothes Line-Bradford location was
made possible with the help of local realtors
Anastasia Orlando (L) and Rose M. Sorbera (R).

The Clothes Line store in Bradford launched in December 2021 and currently
has 14 active volunteers plus its first Co-op student. Volunteer opportunities
are available to people from all walks of life. The Clothes Line is open 3 to 4
days a week and hours will expand as volunteer numbers increase. CONTACT
and everyone involved are very excited to see what the next year holds to give
back to the BWG community.

11

local businesses
sponsored the
store launch

100%

of profits
support charitable
programs

113

individuals
provided with
free clothing
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3900
community
donors
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Enjoyment of Employment

Ram Mohan
Employment Services Manager

Ram started his
career at CONTACT
Community Services
as a Job Developer
in 2016. He is an
internationally
trained professional
and brings to
CONTACT a wealth
of experience having worked for
many years as a Human Resources
professional in various sectors
including manufacturing, IT, supply
chain and retail.
He also worked as a Talent Specialist
in an employment agency and as a Job
Developer for the Supply Chain Bridging
program at Microskills Community
Services. At CONTACT Community
Services he leads the team by applying
his extensive outreach, networking,
and advocacy skills within the local
community to identify opportunities
for growth, and match potential
employees with job opportunities.
He oversees the team’s work with job
seekers to get them job-ready with
coaching, mentoring, training, and
follow up post-employment to help
ensure job retention.
In 2017, he was a key contributor to
CONTACT Community Services earning
the County of Simcoe Newcomer
Recognition Award for best “Welcoming
Work Environment.” Ram also applied
his HR skills as a volunteer to support
Right To Play an international non-profit
organization that empowers vulnerable
children to overcome the effects of
war, poverty, and disease around the
world through play. Ram’s flair for
communication with clients in five
South Asian languages has been
an asset to the organization.

8

Employment Services Highlights
The 2021-2022 fiscal year continued to present challenges in the face of the
pandemic. CONTACT adapted quickly to the changing work culture and community
expectations by providing uninterrupted service to employers and job seekers and
ended on a positive note.
While CONTACT had seen a drop in clients looking for work due to fewer job
opportunities during lockdown, the services were extended to cater to an increased
number of clients using this lean period as an opportunity to improve their skills by
pursuing training and education and accessing the Second Career grants.

Performance vs. Targets:
The graph below reflects 2021-22 performance–a year wherein CONTACT achieved
above average in the following areas of service delivery:

Employment Ontario Targets vs. Employment Services Actuals
0%

20%

40%

60%

155%
34%
104%

Employed
at Exit
Training &
Education
Suitability

69%
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10 %
109%
31%
Actual

831

People
accessed
employment
services

100% 120% 140% 160%
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Customer
Satisfaction
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80%
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559 205

People
Workshop
received assisted participants
services
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Employers
serviced

200

Job
oppportunities
posted

Service quality
Despite the pandemic, the Detailed Service Quality (DSQ) score has improved
significantly over the 12 month period, ending the year above the annual target
rating. The final DSQ (2021-22) was 6.11, an all-time high for the organization.
CONTACT has been performing at a high level compared to the greater Central
region. The employees at CONTACT truly care about the work they do, ensuring
any person looking for employment receives individualized service to support
their career journey.

2021-22 Actual vs. Target DSQ
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“Fill a Purse for a
Sister” Campaign

Target

During 2021

Canada Ontario Job Grant:
CONTACT assisted 8 small and medium size employers in the community to utilize
the Canada Ontario Job Grant for training 39 of their employees, as a part of the
government’s initiative to provide direct financial support to individual employers
who wish to purchase training.

“ I came to Canada with my family from Iraq in October
2021. My family found out about CONTACT Community

Services from the Immigration office and in November 2021
my sister and I came to CONTACT Employment Services.
Heather, my Employment Specialist, referred me for foreign
credential assessment and bridging programs and
researched potential employers. With the help of CONTACT,
I was able to get clothing for my first job in Canada...CONTACT staff have been
welcoming and so helpful. I felt comfortable settling in Canada.
				

”

– Tamara, Employment Services Client

The Clothesline-Bradford
was a key distribution centre
for over 100 purses donated by the

Bradford Women’s +Group
as a part of their annual

Fill a Purse
for a Sister campaign.
These purses were ﬁlled with
everyday neccesities such as
socks, toiletries, and scarves
and available at no cost
to anyone in the community.

CONTACT played an
important role in getting
these to the right people.

CONTACT Community Ser vices • Annual Repor t 2021/2022
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Community programs that make a difference
New Horizons Senior Program
a wonderful gift!
“ What
The best I’ve ever received.

”

– Marie Findley,
Recipient of a senior crafting bag

The pandemic highlighted the adverse effects of isolation on our health
and wellbeing. This reality was amplified for some of our most vulnerable
citizens- seniors. CONTACT Community Services is proud to share that despite
in-person program challenges, we found creative ways to ensure seniors in
South Simcoe were supported. The New Horizons Program brought customized
programming to seniors throughout South Simcoe, with a specific focus on
seniors living in social housing . For many of these seniors, CONTACT’s program
was their main source of interaction and connection to the larger community.
In-person workshops were delivered when possible to do safely. When lockdowns
were in effect, we had to get creative! We initiated ‘senior crafting kits’ that
required no tools and encouraged creative engagement that could accommodate
limited physical abilities to increase accessibility. Participants received ‘crafting
bags’ with all the materials necessary to create their own artwork, such as
canvases, birdhouses and adult colouring books. Kits were delivered by our
volunteers, who shared with us that the experience was mutually fulfilling as they
received heartfelt words of gratitude at the door.
In addition, the program launched online yoga four times a week from January
to the end of March to engage seniors in relaxation exercises that took into
account physical limitations.

Greta Wilson making bird houses at
96 years young.

the pleasure of volunteering
“ IforhadCONTACT
Community Services
recently. It was a joy to deliver
duffle bags full of amazing crafts
to seniors in need, during these
troubled times. The happiness on
their faces and their excitement of
receiving a gift gave me a great
feeling of giving to my community.

a note of thanks for the gracious gift which will be launching my “colouring”
“ Just
hobby. I was “blown away” by the quality, the options available and the thought of
taking on a new hobby, especially during this dreary depressing (COVID) time.”
”

– Diane Hewitt, Senior Volunteer

27

Seniors
participated
in the seniors
crafting program

10

			

75

Seniors
participated in the online
Yoga classes over
a 2 month period

– Fena Van Loren, Recipient of a senior crafting bag

180

Number of
Purses distributed for
the “Fill a purse for
a sister” program
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Smart phones
collected
and redistributed to
people in need

Featured Partner

20/20 Program –
Vision Care for Households
on Low-Income
In Fall of 2021, Sunny Braich of Bradford Eyecare reached out to CONTACT
Community Services with his idea of providing quality eyewear and eyecare to
residents of South Simcoe whose income often limits their eyewear selection
to whatever is the lowest cost and would be covered by government programs,
such as Ontario Works. He wanted to make sure that all adults and youth in
need of eyecare and eyewear, irrespective of income, could obtain eyewear that
would enhance their self-esteem and increase self- confidence. He committed
to offering the best brand name frames and lenses at a significant discount,
but he needed a partner in the community who could connect with the target
audience for his program and facilitate access to it.
Once Sunny and CONTACT connected, the 20/20 Program was born. This
partnership ensures South Simcoe residents get the eyecare they need, at little
or no cost, and look and feel confident wearing their glasses in their daily life.

Just a note of thanks-CONTACT is an organization whose primary
“ objective
is the social wellbeing of their clients and Bradford Eyecare

is happy to be a partner in the 20/20 program. The support they offer
our community in aiding with vision care and many other initiatives is
commendable. I’m proud to be associated with such a great organization
and together we are delivering on a shared vision to make eyewear
affordable for everyone. Patients come into our establishment and are
so grateful for the 20/20 program. It is amazing that these benefits are
available to people who need it. I believe in CONTACT and what they do
for members of our community.

			

”

– Sunny Braich, Optician & Owner, Bradford Eyecare

CONTACT Community Ser vices • Annual Repor t 2021/2022
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Key Partners in Serving the Community
Featured Partner

Borden Inn and Suites

The Motel Voucher Program provides individuals and
families who are experiencing homelessness with
temporary emergency accommodations when no
other safe alternate housing or shelter options are
available or appropriate. This program assists some
of our most vulnerable clients who may not be able to
access shelter beds due to complex barriers, including
families with multiple children, physical disabilities,
mobility issues, complex mental health diagnoses, and
developmental and cognitive challenges.
The staff at The Borden Inn and Suites located in Angus
have welcomed our clients with an abundance of
kindness and compassion over the years. Upon arrival
at the Borden Inn, hotel staff greet clients and provide
them with an intake package. The intake process is
a very important part of entry into the program, as it
captures critical information about each client’s past
housing history and present housing situation. In
addition, hotel staff work collaboratively with Housing
Access Workers and Housing First Case Managers
at CONTACT Community Services to ensure clients’
immediate needs are met while staying in the hotel.
Thanks to the generous and understanding staff at
The Borden Inn and Suites, our clients have access
to safe and secure emergency accommodations. This
gives the staff at CONTACT Community Services
the opportunity to promptly and efficiently assist
our clients in finding alternate safe shelter or
housing options.

12
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People of CONTACT
Michael Disano

Jennifer Bahinski
Jennifer Bahinski first heard about
The Clothes Line-Bradford through
a friend who came across the store
on CONTACT Community Services’
social media. She knew right away
that it was something great that she
wanted to be a part of. Jennifer has
been a Bradford resident for almost
10 years and a local small business
owner. Jennifer is also a mother of
3 children.
Jennifer has been such an asset and leader at TCL
Bradford store. Assisting and training other volunteers,
staying beyond her shifts to make sure everyone is up to
date on what is happening, and even coming in to tweak
store aesthetics to maintain its welcoming and inviting
feel, are just a few examples of how Jennifer goes above
and beyond to support the organization.
Jennifer is a key volunteer who cares deeply about the
community and is an integral part of the store’s success!

“ Being part of this team at The Clothes Line-Bradford

has been one of the best experiences ever for me. It’s a
great feeling to walk into work each day knowing that
you may be able to make a big impact on someone’s life
just through kindness and lending a helping hand.

”

Anyone who has met Michael Disano
knows they are working with a
high-level professional. As Manager of
the Office of Economic Development
for the Town of Bradford West
Gwillimbury, Mike is responsible
for supporting local economic
growth. What is equally evident is his
commitment to community.
Mike served on the Board of Directors
for CONTACT from 2009-2011,
and rejoined in 2018 acting as a mainstay in support of
the organization and ensuring CONTACT’s Employment
Services (Employment Ontario) are intertwined with the
local business scene and that its programs and services
meet local labour market needs. Mike leads by example
when it comes to stakeholder engagement, productive
problem-solving and collaboration. His community
investment extends well beyond CONTACT, as he has also
served on the Board of the South Simcoe Arts Council
and the South Simcoe Economic Alliance. He currently
serves as an advisor to the Bradford Board of Trade
and sits as a Board member for Nottawasaga Futures
Community Development Corporation. Thank you Mike for
your continued dedication to the organization and helping
CONTACT meet the evolving needs of the residents and
members of the business community in Bradford West
Gwillimbury and greater South Simcoe!

“ I have had the privilege of working with CONTACT Community

Services since 2007 when I joined the Town of BWG. My role
in economic development facilitated a partnership which
allowed us to promote the employment services to area
businesses. I quickly learned about the other programs offered
by CCS, such as housing supports and promoting volunteer
opportunities to all those residing in South Simcoe. I decided
to join the Board after hearing so many touching stories
about how their services positively impacted various people in
our communities. After 15 years, I am more convinced than
ever that CCS is a vitally important organization that is well
positioned to continue assisting the residents and businesses of
South Simcoe under the stalwart leadership of Emily McIntosh.
Thank you to the Board of Directors and all the volunteers and
staff that make this possible.

”
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Sources of Revenue
CONTACT Community Services,
like every other charity, was
adversely affected financially by
the pandemic. Sales from our
social enterprise, The Clothes Line,
account for approximately 25% of
the organization’s overall budget.
Comparing the adjacent charts,
gross sales were significantly lower
this fiscal than pre-COVID economic
conditions ($80k decrease). In
addition, annual fundraising
initiatives previously executed
were no longer feasible in this
environment. On the bright side,
as restrictions lifted, so too have
TCL sales, increasing over time
and yielding $40k more than the
previous fiscal.
The pandemic served as a key
learning opportunity for the
organization as a whole, underscoring
the value of revenue diversification
as well as the connection between
the health of the social enterprise
and the organization. CONTACT
leadership took the opportunity to
bolster its social service offerings
and financial health by opening up its
second TCL location in Bradford as a
vital community service and revenue
source for its charitable programs
moving forward.

2019/20 Sources of Revenue Pre-Pandemic
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3%
Grants

Covid Relief

CONTACT

Community Services

We make a difference
in the lives of over 3000 people annually

897

292

households supported
through referrals and with
connections to services

residents supported
with specific
housing needs

780

15,136

836

people supported
in their employment
search

113

individuals
provided
with free
clothing

CONTACT

Community Services

695

households stabilized
through critical
financial programs

people served
through the job
search workshops

90

seniors
participants in
our craft and online
yoga program

hours of
volunteerism through
The Clothes Line

345

tonnes of textile
kept out of landfills
through The Clothes Line
stores

52

children received free
wintergear through the
“Coats for Kids”
program

CONTACT

The Clothes Line
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Our Communities

OroMedonte

Springwater

Clearview

Lake
Simcoe

Barrie

New
Tecumseth

East Gwillimbury

Bradford
West
Gwillimbury

AdjalaTosorontio
Dufferin
County

Innisfil

Georgina

Essa

York
Region

“Thank you for helping us give everyone a Home, Employment and a Future!”

CONTACT

Community Services

39 Victoria Street East,
P.O. Box 932,
Alliston ON L9R 1W1
705-435-4900 • Fax: 705-435-1106

contactcommunityservices.ca
Charitable Registration
# 119158608RR0001

